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Printed Fence Fabrics & Custom Signage Solutions
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Holes for airflow ›› ›

PVC MESH 270GSM

DETAILS 
› Blocks 70% of light 
› 270gsm PVC Mesh
› Good print quality; good detail and colour vibrancy
› Latex, UV or Solvent print capabilities
› Welded and eyeleted, plus additional optional finishes
› Good UV longevity

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESS 
› Great image quality and endurance
› Long outdoor use
› Heavy and difficult to transport
› Easily creased and damaged
› Most expensive

APPLICATIONS
› Temporary and permanent fencing
› Banners, scaffold and building wraps, crowd control    

barriers
› Sports, Music and Cultural Events
› Construction sites

MINIMUM ORDER 
› There is no minimum banner size, however there is a 

minimum charge of $100

PRINT 
› Digitally printed CMYK, as many colours as the 

customers wants, or black and white if preferred.

20mm Stainless Steel Eyelets
Welded Edges for Reinforcement

(460gsm 50mm Fabric Welding Tape)

Coated Stock
Full Colour Capability

with print right to the edge

FINISHING 
› Our standard finishing on banner mesh is a 50mm 

reinforced weld with stainless steel eyelets every 
500mm on top edge and 1000mm on bottom 
edge.

› Other finishing requirements can be applied  to 
mesh such as kedar for sailtrack installations and 
welded pockets.

SIZES 
› Standard roll sizes are (50m in length): 1.6m, 1.8m, 

3.2m & 5.0m
› Any custom size is possible with banner mesh as we 

can cut, join and finish the media to any size. An 
example of a recent custom job was 30m x 30m, 
which was printed in 6 sections of 30m x 5.0m and 
weld joined.

› The customer can also order part of a roll and even 
just a single piece.

MESH WEAVE 
› 12x12: Premium stock
 - Sizes: 1.6m, 1.8m, 3.2m & 5.0m

› 9x9: Standard stock (low cost option)
 - Sizes: 1.6m, 1.8m

› 6x6: Specialty stock (for high wind locations)
 - Sizes: 1.6m, 1.8m


